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Today’s agenda
 Reviewing the Seedling Model- how we believe we 

are making a difference

 The benefits of Emotion Regulation

 Clues that tell us when children have it, and when 
they don’t

 How Mentors can help
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Basics of Emotion Regulation
 Definition:  what WE think and do by which we influence our own 

emotions

 Healthy emotion regulation:  how WE manage thoughts and feelings 
to enable goal-directed actions

 For our own benefit

 For the benefit of others

 How it’s learned

 Why not every child learns it



Emotion Regulation – Why and How

 How lack of emotion regulation looks

Young children

Adolescents

 The mentor’s role:  emotion regulation vs. temperament 
vs. coping



A Picture of Emotion Regulation
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First Things

 Regulate your own emotions.

 Notice signs of feelings.

 Let the child name the feeling.

 Ask permission to talk about it.

 Empathize.

 Ask permission to talk about strategies.

 Resist saying “should” statements. Be patient with 
change.

 Follow the child’s lead.

 Keep the end in mind.





The First Six Emotions

 Yay!

 Grrrr!

 Boo!

 AAAH!

 Oh!

 Eeuuww.
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Bullying/Aggression
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Thank you for coming
to training!


